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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to review the various laser-wavelength effects re-
ported in the field of Ultrafast Acoustics (UA). First observed by chance in
1999, a wavelength change can indeed have a strong effect on the signal de-
tected in UA. After the physical origin of the effect was clarified and from a
systematic exploration we established that all the opto-acoustic mechanisms
acting in UA are influenced by the laser-wavelength. From that we suggested
original applications of UA to fundamental and applied physics. So emerged
a new field, now referred as Colored Picosecond Acoustics or APiC.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Subject definition and context

Ultrafast Acoustics (UA) or Picosecond Ultrasonics designates a tech-
nique which implements a sonar at nanoscale using ultrashort optical laser
pulses. Unprecedented acoustic frequencies are reached this way, up to a few
THz. From the experimental point of view, it is a full optical setup, acoustics
taking place in the sample only. Acoustic emission and detection are realized
by the laser. As such a laser can be tuned from a wavelength to another,
one may wonder about the influence of the laser-wavelength on the measured
signal.

A few years ago, we observes significant modifications in the response of
some samples to a change in the laser-wavelength and then we understood
that it can a play a crucial role in UA experiments. That’s the reason why we
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